
Flip volunteers at a 
first® robotics 

competition!
BY - HEIDI BUCK
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April 5-6, 2013, Flip traveled to San Jose 
state university to volunteer at the Silicon 

Valley FRC® Regional competition.

I'm volunteering 
all day so I had to get 
here early. good thing 

I'm a morning 
robot!

looks like 
we can go up 

this way.

can you 
make it, 
flip?

Cool! 
Let's go!

Flip saw some judges and asked them for 
directions to the vENUE ENTRANCE.

I think 
so...



Made it!!!

Whoa! 

you're 
almost 
there!

1 rotation, 
2 rotation...

inside the event center, flip got a first 
glimpse of the competition field and pit area, 

before all the teams arrived.
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Here's 
your name 

badge, Flip. 

Looks 
like you'll be 

helping the 
judges today!

next, FLIP FOLLOWED THE SIGNS 
TO THE VOLUNTEER CHECK-IN.

We've never 
had a robot 
volunteer 
before.

I'm a 
FIRST!

Awesome, 
Thanks!
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I'm 
honored to 
be working 

with the 
judges!

Many are 
leaders in 

their 
community...

Judge

Flip headed over to the judges' room...

Barbara Gomez de Navarro, 
FIRST Regional Director-Mexico

Tiffany Strickland
Judge Advisor - SVR

Yes Flip!
...and they're 
inspirational 
role models 

for the 
teams!
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looks like 
there are a 
lot of cool 

awards for the 
judges to 
consider!

Being an FRC judge requires training and a 2 day 
commitment. judges also get blue shirts to 

wear so that everyone can tell who they are. 

the best part 
of being a frc 

judge is getting 
to spend time 

with these great 
teams!

Awards  from  the  Judging  Panel  

Imagery  Award
Innovation  in  Control  Award

Creativity  Award
Engineering  Excellence  Award

Entrepreneurship  Award
Judges  Award

Industrial  Design
Quality  Award

Gracious  Professionalism™Award
Spirit  Award

Rookie  Inspiration  Award
Rookie  All  Star  Award

Engineering  Inspiration  Award
Regional  Chairman's  Award

I can't 
wait!!
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each day started with an 
opening ceremony.

a team representing 
mexico sang the Mexican 

national anthem... 

...and a team member 
representing USA sang the 
american national anthem.
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After opening ceremony, flip tagged along with the 
judges as they headed out to do team interviews.

... and it's 
fun to see the 
teams in their 

pits!

The 
judges are 
asking some 

great 
questions!

unlike FLL, in frc 
most of the judging 
interviews are  done 

only in the pits!
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team members were happy 
to talk with the judges 
(and flip) about all the 

work they'd done.

we made this 
LEGO® model to 
explain the game 
to little kids!

FRC robots have 
their own carts? 

sweet!

this is a 
detailed Cad 
drawing of 
our robot!

it's 
all ancient 
greek to 

me!

great 
idea!

wow! frc teams 
sure do a lot of 
different things!
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Judges 
get great 

front-row 
seats!

besides interviewing teams, judges also 
watched the robot competition.

at the end of the day, judges 
deliberated on which awards 

to give, then had to write 
scripts for each award.

while the judges are hard 
at work, I'm going to check 

out all the cool 'swag' i got 
from the teams!
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YEs, flip - We 
have a microphone, and 
we're not afraid to use 

it!

"pit admin" 
rules!

during the day, flip also met some 
other great FRC volunteers!

an event 
this big takes a 

lot of volunteers 
to make it run 

smoothly!
first 

volunteers 
have a great 

sense of 
humor!
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Hmmm.... I don't 
know how safe this 

'flip' is...

You safety 
advisors are too 

funny!

Wow! there's 
even a volunteer 
to clean safety 
glasses (and FLL 

robots!)

There 
you go, flip! 
All squeaky 

clean!

The safety advisor team 
gives out their own 

Industrial Safety Award!
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I'm 
doing the 
cha-cha-
slide!

...the judges and other volunteers did too!

Each Day, there was a fun closing 
ceremony, and the teams weren't the 
only ones who got into the spirit of 

the competition... 
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Follow Flip on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/FlipFLLRobot 

®

will flip get out onto the frc field? 
stay tuned for the next exciting 

adventure...

at the end of the day, flip couldn't help but 
wonder what it would be like to go out onto the 

competition field...

Sorry Flip, a 
FRC field is no 
place for a FLL 

robot.

hmmmm....
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